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By ST AFF REPORT S

Today in luxury marketing:

Could a railway force Chanel N 5 out of its  historic home?

Chanel has said it will leave a historic perfume site in France if plans for a high-speed train line affecting its jasmine
fields go ahead, reports the BBC.

Click here to read the entire article on the BBC

Riccardo Tisci delivers Givenchy collection for babies, kids

North West and Blue Ivy were just a warm-up. Expanding his fashion universe into a new demographic, Riccardo
Tisci is to introduce Givenchy kid's wear for fall 2017 retailing, WWD has learned.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

We need a miracle on 34th Street

It was the week before Thanksgiving when Dante Ferretti had his first holiday nightmare. Waking in a panic in his
bed at the Lowell hotel, the Oscar-winning Italian production designer and art director was certain his latest project
would miss its deadline, said the New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times

Homeowners hit the jackpot

In 1976, Abba rocked the radio, Gerald Ford was president, and Leonard Ross purchased one of the most expensive
homes in the country, per the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal
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